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Hello everyone and welcome to The Vortex where lies and falsehoods are trapped and 
exposed. I’m Michael Voris.

First there was the controversy. Then there was the controversy about the controversy. 

So, first the controversy. The question is about the place of the earth in the universe. 

For centuries and centuries it was thought that earth was at the center and therefore 
everything revolved around our planet. 

Then along came an astronomer named Copernicus who blew up that belief and said the 
earth revolved around the sun and everything was suddenly turned on its ear. It became 
known as the Copernican Principle.

The theological implications were beyond gigantic. If Copernicus was right, then many 
argued that the bible was wrong, and if the bible was wrong then the Catholic Church was
wrong. 

If the Catholic Church was wrong, then there was no God, we humans are not special and
the point of life is not really anything at all. 

All THAT flowed from a man named Copernicus looking up into the sky in the 16th 
century. 

Then something strange happened 500 years later. Meaningless man sitting on his 
meaningless rock floating around a meaningless universe started sending up satellites and
deep space probes to look even more penetratingly into space. 

And they started sending back data that sent shock waves thru the scientific 
community. The information suggested that the Copernican Principle could be wrong .. 
the data does not fit the Copernican model of the universe.

In fact, it suggests that the Copernican Principle could in fact be totally incorrect and that 
earth might in fact be in the center of the universe.

As much as the Copernican Principle upset the existing status quo in the 16th century right
up till our own day, the suggestion that IT in fact may be wrong is likewise upsetting the 
status quo and causing wars to break out in the academic community as they scramble for
ways to say the new data is wrong.

So, some enterprising Catholics .. Bob Sungenis and Rick Delano set out and produced a 
movie called The Principle .. a documentary showing the controversy and explaining 



what all the latest data may mean.

They interviewed some of the leading scientists in the realm of cosmology – nearly all of 
them non-religious and asked them to explain the data.  In fact, one of them, Max 
Tegmark, is the scientist who actually compiled the data and could offer no explanation 
for the findings.

Now we had Sungenis and DeLano back on our Mic’d up show earlier this week to talk 
about the movie, but more specifically .. the controversy about their controversial movie.

We’ve attached a link to the Mic’d Up episode and strongly suggest you watch it .. it is 
very revealing.

What it shows is just HOW controversial this movie and how upsetting it is .. not just to 
atheists and a secular humanistic culture, but also to the Church of Nice.  Yep, 
establishment Catholics blew their stack about this movie and get this .. actually tried to 
submarine it.

Here is a tweet that was sent to two of the scientists in the movie from a Catholic blogger 
intent on blasting this production because he does not like the producer Bob Sungenis.

Now, stop and think about this for a moment .. a Catholic blogger throws a fellow 
Catholic under the bus to two atheist scientist to try and discredit a movie about 
unexplainable scientific data suggesting the real possibility that the field of cosmology 
may have it all wrong and that GOD really did design the universe.

Needless to say, the scientists took his bait and immediately started facebooking and 
granting interview to the like-wise Godless media and within 24 hours .. get this now .. 
150 stories appeared worldwide denouncing the movie, the information in it, the motives 
of the producers and even claiming that the scientists who were interviewed were tricked 
and duped and had not even actually ever given any interviews.

Well, all of that is debunked .. with written proof .. on the Mic’d up Show – but what is 
more telling and revealing is WHY a Catholic blogger would set such wheels in motion.

In short, it has do with a long standing feud between this blogger and Bob Sungenis.  See 
this blogger doesn’t like Sungenis.  

Sungenis is the man who pointed out a heresy in the US Bishops Adult catechism about 
the Jews being able to be saved not through Jesus Christ, but thru the mosaic covenant.

THAT is a heresy.  No one comes to the Father except through the Son – and that includes
the Jews – everyone.  So Sungenis set about to get it changed and eventually the US 
Bishops agreed it was wrong .. took it out and the Vatican agreed. 



But see .. in the Church of Nice .. to even mention that Jews .. or anyone for that fact 
needs to convert to the one true faith established by God Himself is .. well, not nice.  Its 
seen as aggressive and intolerant.

Since .. as Fr. Robert Barron is constantly touting (incorrectly), that we have a reasonable
hope that all men saved .. then the Church of Nice spokesmen clamp down and blast any 
Orthodox Catholics who say .. no you’re wrong.  It’s the Emperor has no clothes 
syndrome.

We do not have a reasonable hope that all men are saved AND Jesus Christ is the only 
way to the Father so there is no other way to salvation .. which means there is no such 
thing as the dual covenant .. as the Vatican agreed.

But again, the Church of Nice can’t brook this kind of direct talk.  It makes their ears 
burn and their mouths run.  They slam and burn fellow Catholics because their fellow 
Catholics refuse to sit back and be ambiguous and unclear about the truths of the faith in 
exchange for being viewed as NICE.

They ARE very NICE with others – not just faithful fellow Catholics.

So when this movie about space .. produced by some guys who are adamant about 
Catholicism started being touted .. the Church of Nice went all spacey.

Their efforts however, driven by emotion .. as usual .. and not rational thought .. as 
usual .. have backfired.  All the controversy generated by that little tweet has resulted in a
distributor picking up the movie and assigning a release date of Sept. 19th. 

So much for the influence of the Church of Nice.  Let people see it make up their own 
minds.  In short Church of Nice, you need to be a bit more tolerant and a little less 
judgmental.  Tsk Tsk.

GOD Love you.

I’m Michael Voris


